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Engine displacement ranges between 1. D-series production commenced and ended Earlier
versions of this engine also used a single port fuel injection system Honda called PGM-CARB,
signifying the carburetor was computer controlled. The D14A3 and D14A4 engines are identical,
the difference is only one small gasket under the throttle body in D14A3 which restricts the air
intake of the engine, this happen in some European countries. The D14A2 and D14A5 engines
are identical, the difference is only one small gasket under the throttle body in D14A5 which
restricts the air intake of the engine, this happen in some European countries. The D14A7 and
D14A8 engines are identical, the difference is only one small gasket under the throttle body in
D14A7 which restricts the air intake of the engine, this happen in some European countries.
They are also almost identical to the D14A3 and D14A4 engines. Differences are only in the
compression ratio and some different mounted components. The D14Z1 and D14Z2 engines are
identical, the difference is only one small gasket under the throttle body in D14Z1 which
restricts the air intake of the engine, this happen in some European countries. The D14Z3 and
D14Z4 engines are identical, the difference is only one small gasket under the throttle body in
D14Z3 which restricts the air intake of the engine, this happen in some European countries.
Largely identical to the D16Y5. The main differences are pistons, rods, camshaft, head gasket,
intake manifold, and exhaust manifolds which are PDN rather than P2M. Euro Mk1 ''87 1. These
were later replaced by the D16A8 or B16A, depending on the specs. Large cam pulleys.
Commonly produced at the time but now over twenty years old and getting harder to find.
D-series version is called D16A1, â€” Black cam cover. Cam cover bolts on the sides. Small cam
pulleys. Inlet Manifold stamped PM7. OBD1 EFi system grey plug. No cam angle sensor on
exhaust cam, now located in distributor. Rubber plug where cam angle sensor would mount.
P29 stamped on inlet manifold. MAP sensor on TB. Reasonably common produced from '92 to '
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version. Circle L. Indy V8. Indy V6. The Honda Gold Wing is a series of touring motorcycles
manufactured by Honda. Gold Wings feature shaft drive , and a flat engine. Total sales are more
than ,, most of them in the U. Over the course of its production history, the Gold Wing had many
design changes. The Gold Wing with its flat-four shaft-drive powertrain used technologies both
from earlier motorcycle [18] [19] and automotive designs. Although preceded by the
water-cooled Suzuki GT two-stroke triple, [22] [23] the Gold Wing was the first Japanese
production motorcycle with a water-cooled four-stroke engine. During its development, the CB
was known within Honda as their "King of Motorcycles"; [26] so Honda's next big thing would
be deemed the "King of Kings". The H-D Electra Glide was a comfortable, high-maintenance and
high-vibration motorcycle with a loyal cult following. The Gold Wing's secondary target market
was Europe, where riders prioritised handling and performance over luxury. In , the project team
broke from Honda practice [17] to produce an experimental prototype motorcycle, code-named
"M1". Instead of the usual transverse engine layout with a chain final drive, the M1 had a
longitudinal engine suitable for shaft drive. The M1 had a cc liquid-cooled [16] flat-six engine ,
twice the displacement of the CB The brainstorming team's M1 project was never intended as a
production prototype. Nonetheless, the M1 should be seen as the primordial Gold Wing because
so many of its distinctive features appeared on the GL The Project team finally settled on a
layout that became the characteristic Gold Wing: a liquid-cooled flat-four SOHC engine, with a
gear-driven generator that contra-rotated to counteract the engine's torque reaction. Final drive
was by shaft. Small fairings had been mounted on two of the show models at the US dealer
show in Las Vegas. The original cubic centimetres The real fuel tank was under the seat, in
order to keep the center of mass as low as possible. There were no significant changes in the
standard Gold Wing for the K1 model. In the third model year K2 Honda began refining the Gold
Wing, although the changes for were small, such as exhaust pipe heat shields, revised seat and
handlebar, as well as a new fuel gauge. Wire-spoke wheels were replaced with Honda's new
ComStar wheels , but the existing tires with inner tubes remained. Honda sold more than 97,
units of the GL in the United States between and After five years of the GL, the
second-generation Gold Wing was released in as a model, and the GL would be continued
through the model year. The GL was manufactured in Japan until May when Honda started
building models at the Marysville Motorcycle Plant in Ohio [8] [66] which had been making
frames and parts for various models since Engines were still being built in Japan, but Honda

began to market the machine as being made in America. Honda responded by increasing the
displacement of the Gold Wing, and then followed-up by announcing the first Japanese
full-dress tourer. The wheelbase was lengthened over that of the GL, and air suspension was
added. Ridden by Emilio Scotto , the GL is the bike that toured the world. All the Gold Wings
had transmission ratios revised again to lower engine rpm at cruising speeds, new brakes with
twin-piston calipers and wider tires on smaller wheels. Transmission gear ratios were revised
yet again for the Gold Wings to lessen engine speed on the highway. Cast aluminum
eleven-spoke wheels replaced the ComStars. The front suspension was endowed with TRAC
anti-dive forks with an integrated fork brace, [53] and the rear suspension worked even with no
air pressure. Honda went beyond the mechanical makeover of the naked Gold Wing in March by
releasing the first Japanese turn-key tourer, the Interstate model GLI with a factory-installed full
fairing , saddlebags and a removable trunk, plus a long list of optional extras including a stereo
system. Likewise, the saddlebags and trunk were intended to carry the baggage of two people.
The GLI '82 model offered more options, such as a new stereo, a channel CB transceiver , and
an on-board compressor to adjust the suspension air pressure. Starting in , Honda offered three
different Gold Wing models. The GLA '83 received the same engine and running gear updates of
the other models. The Aspencade also got new front and rear brakes, with internally ventilated
front discs only , as well as a digital LCD instrument panel and some additional amenities for
rider and passenger. Honda hit back at the Milan motorcycle show late that year by announcing
a new Gold Wing that pushed its four-cylinder engine design to its limits. The bored and stroked
boxer produced more power and torque; a new final drive ratio gave the GL taller gearing in
order to reduce noise and vibration. This led to the decline of aftermarket manufacturers such
as the Vetter Fairing Company. The GL's competitors were becoming more numerous. Last of
the big Japanese manufacturers to do so, Suzuki finally entered the marketplace in with their
full-dress tourer, the GV Cavalcade with a DOHC , four valves per cylinder, V4 engine. With three
versions of the Gold Wing boxer motor spanning a dozen years, by further development of the
flat-four engine was regarded as being constrained by the law of diminishing returns. During the
same time period, gear ratios had been raised to decrease engine RPM boosting fuel economy
and reducing vibration as well as noise levels which in turn made pulses through the drivetrain
seem rougher to the rider because firing intervals were farther apart. The obvious way to deliver
power more smoothly as Irimajiri-san had demonstrated with the M1 engine was to step up from
four cylinders to six. Having introduced the full-dress Interstate with the GL, Honda used the
GLI '84 to refine the Gold Wing's fairing so that it would come across as a basic part of the bike
and not as an afterthought. The new model Interstate still called De Luxe in Europe had an
automotive-style instrument panel up front and increased luggage capacity in back: 38 liters 1.
Despite giving the Gold Wing taller gearing the year before, in Honda shortened the overall
gearing to improve performance. Unlike the analog instruments of the Interstate, the Aspencade
had a dashboard with an LCD digital display. In Dolby noise reduction was added to the audio
system, which was replaced with an improved Panasonic system in In Honda marked the tenth
anniversary of the Gold Wing by launching a gold-painted Limited Edition model GLL
luxuriously equipped with cruise control, auto-leveling rear suspension, an electronic trip
computer and a four-speaker audio system. A new design team began work on the
fourth-generation Gold Wing in Honda describes prototype testing as involving sixty
developmental stages, and building fifteen different test bikes, including one made from a GL
frame coupled with the original M1 engine so that a six-cylinder could be compared to a
four-cylinder head-on. New Gold Wing engine design goals were smoothness, quietness and
enormous power. The biggest difference was that the flat-four engine was replaced with a
flat-six engine. Honda also enclosed the entire motorcycle in plastic, giving it a seamless
appearance. The seat height was lowest yet on a Gold Wing, the passenger back rest and trunk
were integrated, and a central mechanism locked the trunk lid and saddlebags. Rear suspension
air pressure was adjusted by an on-board compressor. One major innovation was the addition
of a "reverse gear", which was actually a creative use of the electric starter motor linked to the
transmission. Because of the size and weight, Honda felt that some people would have
problems backing it up. The new Gold Wing had grown in nearly every dimension. For Honda
modified the brake discs, and raised the price. Brake discs were modified again in , as were the
carbs and camshafts, without a price increase. The following year, to celebrate the 10th
Anniversary of American-made Gold Wings, every bike produced for came with a numbered
plaque and anniversary edition insignia. There were three '91 models: Aspencade indicated the
regular GL model; the luxurious Special Edition from the year before carried on as the SE
model; and the Interstate name denoted a stripped-down model. Beginning in , all GL rocker
arms pivoted on needle bearings, and the cruise control was updated to directly read crankshaft
speed for enhanced precision. All models got commemorative emblems, cosmetic changes, a

thinner and narrower seat and suspension improvements which reduced ground clearance,
contributing to an even lower seat height offsetting the weight gain. Yet another milestone was
reached in mid when a Gold Wing Aspencade was the millionth Honda motorcycle made in
America to roll off the assembly line at the Marysville Motorcycle Plant. The Valkyrie was the
first naked GL since A Gold Wing styling makeover extended to the engine with redesigned
valve covers , but no price increase. The Gold Wings had chrome-plated valve covers ,
Canadian and American models also had gold-plated 25th Anniversary emblems marking 25
years since the first GL debuted for the model year. The model was the last GL Aspencade
model. The original 15th Anniversary Special Edition model had a vented windshield, additional
lights, upgraded sound system, two-tone paint with special insignia, adjustable passenger
floorboards and adjustable foot pegs as well as foot heaters for the rider. The GLSE '97 had
powertrain updates. More significantly, the export model got an exhaust air-injection system
along with carburetor modifications in order to pass Japan's new emission regulations. The GLI
'91 model had its weight and price cut by eliminating the reverse gear, cruise-control, the
passenger footboards, and by replacing the audio system with a small Kenwood radio. The seat
was lowered by 0. In the Kenwood radio was, in turn, replaced by a new Panasonic
watt-per-channel sound system with intercom. As with the other 20th Anniversary models, the
cost of a GLI '95 jumped. The last GLI was the model. The GL's extruded aluminium frame,
comprising 31 elements barely half the GL's number resulted in an overall weight decrease.
Options included ABS braking. The model had further options: an airbag , [13] in-dash GPS
called Internavi , with audio information provided through the speakers and headset cables,
plus a rider "comfort package" comprising saddle heating, heated grips, and adjustable
engine-air vents ahead of the driver's foot pegs. The model year was the last to be produced in
the United States, and no model year Gold Wings were produced while manufacturing was
transferred to Japan in A revised fairing gave better protection to the rider's legs, with vents
channelling warm engine air onto the rider's feet. For its 6th generation in Honda produced a
completely redesigned Gold Wing. Its new robotically welded frame has a double wishbone
front suspension , resembling the Duolever from BMW. Options include automatic dual clutch
transmission with a forward and reverse "walking mode". It had a higher performance engine,
based on the GL, in a cruiser -style frame. The Valkyrie Tourer version had a windshield and
saddlebags. A more touring-oriented version was introduced in as the Valkyrie Interstate with a
full fairing, saddlebags and trunk. It was released as a naked bike, but also had a Tourer and an
Interstate model. These two incarnations lasted relatively short and were re-absorbed by the
Goldwing line. These Valkyrie models were dropped due to slow sales, leaving the standard
Valkyrie, which was discontinued after the model year and since then intermittently new
Valkyrie models introduced into the market as "limited" editions. The F6B is basically a greatly
stripped-down version of the 'standard' Gold Wing with most of the chrome trim being 'blacked
out', giving the F6B a look that should appeal to many cruiser buyers. It is affectionately known
as the Bagger. The seat is changed for both the passenger and the rider with the most obvious
difference being that the passenger no longer has the oversize backrest â€” a result of the
removal of the trunk. The basic design is, otherwise, the same as the full blown Gold Wing
except that there is no reverse gear and early models did not have cruise control. For this model
is now just called the standard Gold Wing. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article:
Honda Valkyrie. Retrieved 31 December Cycle World. Retrieved 11 December New York Times.
Retrieved 9 November Washington Times. Retrieved 21 November Honda Media Newsroom.
American Honda Motor Co. Archived from the original on 8 September Retrieved 4 December
Last but certainly not least is the Gold Wing, the true icon of two-up long-distance luxury travel
with U. Retrieved 19 March Automotive News. Crain Communications. Society of Automotive
Engineers of Japan. Archived from the original on 23 April Retrieved 12 November A
long-distance touring model rather than a sport model, it incorporated innovative technologies
and ideas. Bonnier Corp. Retrieved 6 December Ultimate MotorCycling. Archived from the
original on 7 August Motorcycle Classics. Ogden Publications. It was, in fact, evolutionary, built
to appeal to the American bigger-is-better theory. Honda Worldwide. Honda Motor Co. Retrieved
7 November Honda Powersports. The Globe and Mail Canada. Archived from the original on 20
December Retrieved 6 January He called it the 'contra engine. Top Speed. Archived from the
original on 6 February Retrieved 12 September This motorcycle had a water-cooled, 2-stroke,
3-cylinder engine that provided good acceleration over a wide speed range from low to high.
Retrieved 8 November Global Media Site. Daimler AG. The final evolutionary stage of the Benz
racing car equipped with a contra engine was the hp Benz vehicle introduced in Whereas the
two previous models both had a two-cylinder boxer unit, this vehicle â€” developed by Georg
Diehl â€” featured a four-cylinder boxer with a 5,cc displacement. Motorcyclist magazine.
Retrieved 20 January Rider Magazine. April Archived from the original on 2 December Retrieved

23 November Retrieved 23 March Chicago Tribune. Retrieved 8 December Los Angeles Times.
I'm not dead, just touring. Joshua Placa 28 July Retrieved 17 December La saga GoldWing in
French. Archived from the original on 19 December Orlando Sentinel. Retrieved 15 November It
is often said that Harley-Davidson is the last American motorcycle manufacturer. Perhaps the
last American-owned manufacturer would be more accurate. Honda has been building
motorcycles in America since the late '70s at its plant in Marysville, Ohio. Retrieved 15
December Gold Wing European Federation. Archived from the original on 9 January We ride a
motorcycle that can take us from one end of Europe to the other with ease and comfort â€” just
with a twist of the wrist. And that was to provide something just short of a full-dress touring
bike in a slightly more manageable and cheaper form, at the behest of the European, not US,
market. Retrieved 26 February Retrieved 16 January The Biker eNews. Phillip Floria. Archived
from the original on 5 December GoldWing-Technik Details in German. GoldWing Freunde
Region Stuttgart. Archived from the original on 3 February Ed Youngblood. Archived from the
original on 1 February Introduced in , the Honda GL was a stunning technical achievement. The
original, unfaired Gold Wing was the world's biggest, heaviest, and second fastest bike
available at the time only the mighty Kawasaki Z1 was swifter. Novel features included a
liquid-cooled flat four engine, belt-driven overhead cams, shaft drive, triple disk brakes,
under-seat fuel tank, counter-rotating alternator, two oil pumps, 'floating' piston pins, faux top
shelter 'tank' and detachable back-up kick-start arm, to mention a few. Retrieved 13 November
Goldwing Chrome. Gold Wing Chrome. Archived from the original PDF on 8 October
Motorcyclist Illustrated. December Goldwing Owners Club of Great Britain. Archived from the
original on 4 February Archived from the original on 24 March Retrieved 13 January Steve
Saunders Goldwing Page. Archived from the original on 4 July Retrieved 18 January Web
Partners. Archived from the original on 5 April As we got comfortable with each other, Honda
gave us permission to use our loaner GLs to make hardware to fit up my own Windjammer III
fairing. Consequently, we had Windjammer brackets for GLs before Honda dealers even had the
motorcycles. Honda Werther. Archived from the original on 15 October Archived from the
original on 16 January Retrieved 15 January Archived from the original on 20 February
Department of Transportation. Parts Manual. Retrieved 16 November Archived from the original
on 19 February Archived from the original PDF on 21 June Retrieved 19 November Archived
from the original PDF on 13 November Retrieved 3 December Honda Goldwing GL October
Retrieved 18 November Archived from the original on 5 February Retrieved 27 January Archived
from the original on 30 June Retrieved 26 January Motorcycle News. Bauer Media. Retrieved 14
November Archived from the original on 24 November The Auto Channel. August The modern
Gold Wing's appearance really hasn't changed since its last overhaul 12 years ago, which
included the addition of two more cylinders and upped the displacement to cc's. On the 25th
anniversary we get a couple of gold emblems proclaiming it as such, with few other
modifications. Now Honda has come almost full circle by adding a full fairing, radio, and touring
trunk. Add a pinch of '50s retro style, and you've got the Valkyrie Interstate. Retrieved 20
November Independent Online. Independent Newspapers. Retrieved 25 November The
architecture of the flat-six engine is the same as the GL of , with a low 9. The only significant
changes in more than 36 years of production have been the addition of two extra cylinders and
the substitution of two 40mm Keihin throttle bodies for the original downdraught carbs.
Motorcyclist Online. Source Interlink Media. June Archived from the original on 25 June As we
chronicled last month, the Gold Wing will get many useful enhancements but not the complete
overhaul many were hoping for. Honda GL Gold Wing". Retrieved 26 November The Honda
shines in the luggage department, too, showing how decades of real-world research pays off.
Capacity of the trunk and saddlebags is enormous, and their operation is very car-like, so you
can stuff in your junk and snick it shut with one hand. Motorcycle USA. Unchanged is the
familiar cc Flat Six powering the Honda. The Wing also remains a heavyweight touring platform,
tipping the scales at a staggering â€” pounds, depending on the options. Thankfully, the electric
Reverse system remains a standard feature. Also standard fare on the base Gold Wing are
five-position heated grips, seat and backrest. Retrieved 10 March Ultimate Motorcycling.
Immediate Media Co. The Gold Wing F6C has a new aluminium subframe, new styling and
steering geometry and radiators mounted on the sides instead of the front. Motorcycle Daily.
Retrieved 1 December If anything, the new Valk is a Rune for the masses, as it uses much the
same formula, albeit for a broader audience. Bikeland Media. Veteran reviewers agree the F6B
and the Gold Wing already carve corners far better than anyone who hasn't ridden them can
believe. The Valkyrie goes beyond the F6B in handling and other areas, especially in stripping
weight; down to a svelte pounds wet. Like the original, which debuted way back in , the new
Valky bases off the Gold Wing, picking up the existing SOHC, valve opposed-six-cylinder engine
trussed into an aluminum twin-spar frame. Cycle News. Archived from the original on 25
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Digital electronic. F: Single shock double wishbone Contact
breaker [46]. Steel full-duplex cradle. F: Dual discs , single-piston calipers R: Single disc,
opposed 2-piston caliper. Japan '79â€”'80; Marysville, Ohio '80â€”' F: Dual discs , 1-piston
calipers '80â€”'81 R: Single disc, 1-piston caliper '80â€”'81 F: Dual discs , 2-piston calipers
'82â€”'83 R: Single disc, 2-piston caliper '82â€”' Honda Gold Wing GL F: Air-assisted, anti-dive
telescopic fork, 5. F: Dual discs , 2-piston calipers R: Single disc, 2-piston caliper. Electronic
Solid-state Digital. F: Anti-dive fork 5. F: Dual discs , 3-piston calipers R: Single disc, 3-piston
caliper. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Goldwing. CM Twinstar. CB Four. GL
Gold Wing. CD Benly. CB Super Dream. CB Nighthawk. VTR Interceptor. VT Spada. CBN Super
Dream. Honda NT Sport touring. VTR US. VTR Asia-Pacific. CB twin. NT Hawk. CBF Hornet,
VTRF Superhawk. CBRF Hurricane. VFR Interceptor. PC Pacific Coast. NTV Deauville. VTC
Shadow. CMXC Rebel. VFC Magna. GLC Valkyrie. NX Transcity US sales ended NX Dominator.
XLV Varadero. Verza CB Verza. MegaPro CBR Streetfire. CMX Rebel. NM4 Vultus. VF Magna.
VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. VTCS Sabre. ST Pan-European. VFRX Crossrunner. VFRX
Crosstourer. In Datsun Type 15 is the first mass production vehicle in Japan, which was also
presented in the form of a mini-van and pickup truck. With the expansion of production of
Nissan decided to start on US ground. Thanks to the designer, William R. Gorham, they were
able to achieve in its goal. The models exported to the United States, began in sedans with an
engine 48 hp and a compact pickup truck with 37 hp, which later became the sales leader for 50
years. By the 60 th year Nissan has already earned a name for himself on both sides of the
Pacific. The company soon moved to another part of the market by selling sports cars. The first
was the SPL narrow roadster with a folding soft-top and 48 hp engine, which was later updated
to version 85 hp motor. In off-road sector Patrol debuted with a generous amount of horsepower
that the market has been touted as able to "climb trees. Sport line is continued in the 70s with
the line "Z", the only existing to this day. In , the Z becomes the best-selling sports car in the
world, offering quality and comfort at an affordable price. Since were built new factories in the
90s, in the line of new models for the purpose of monopolizing the market have been added.
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He was 40 years old when he first opened the company's first plant for the Bagley Street,
Detroit. Later on June 16, , he registered his company. Ford Motor Company has developed and
labeled their models in chronological and alphabetical order, starting with the Model A, then K
and later S, which was the last right-hand drive car Ford. Galamb and Eugene Farkas. This
model has been the most common car Ford, which has enabled the company to become one of
the most influential brands in the automotive history. The Model T was reliable, practical, and
affordable, and Ford made a hit in the US, where it was advertised as a mid-range car. Due to
the success of the car, Ford was forced to expand their business and built the production line
first in the world in for the assembly of cars. By , production figures only T models have
reached almost , units. Preferring to renew their own company, Ford has invested all of its
assets in Soon, the company has released a number of new models like the Ford brand, and the
rest under its sub-brands such as Mercury and Lincoln luxury division of Ford. Business in
Europe also went to the benefit of the Ford , especially after the release of Focus models in ,
and although the company has not yet fully recovered, she was definitely on the road to
popularity. Adobe Acrobat Document Ford Aerostar Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document
1. Ford Aspire Owner's Manual. Ford Bronco Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 3. Ford
Crown Victoria Owner's Manual. Ford E Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Ford
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Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Ford Transit Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 5. Ford 1. Ford EcoSport Manual. Ford 2. Ford Fiesta Service Repair Manual. Ford
Focus Owner Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 7. Ford Figo Owner's Manual. Ford Carburetors
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looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November edited July in Ford. All of the lights
and everything stay on. There has been no check engine light, etc. See also: How to find a good
mechanic. December I'm not sure about the 99 ranger but i've been having the same problem
with my Ranger edge 4. January When was the last time you replaced your fuel filter? March
Have changed fuel pump because CTC mechanic said fuel pressure was too low, nothing
changed. So figuring these guys were going to try leading me around by the nose, i pulled truck
out of shop. At home i tried starting it myself by spraying Quick-start into intake. The fact that it
runs as long as you spray the Quick-Start shows the engine is not getting fuel. Either the
computer is not firing the injectors or something is keeping the pressure in the rail way too low.
I would go back to the low or no fuel pressure as the first thing to check. April It will start right
back up. It runs great except for the stalling and it burns a little oil. I recall my dad having
similar problems years ago but he has passed away so I can't go to him for help like I use to.
Any ideas will be helpful because I am at the end of my knowledge. Thank you. I own a Ranger. I
brought it new in Feb of Three times it has stalled on me. The first time it was after I had parked
it nose down on a hill, it started, but died soon after. Then an hour later it started up and no
problems At that time it did it after coming out of a parking garage. This time it was towed to the
ford dealership where by the way it started just fine the next day and after looking through
everything and testing all aspects. They shrugged their shoulders and replaced the fuel line.
This was miles ago just before my 30k checkup. This Sunday it stalled again. After sitting on a
hill, nose down, and about four miles from where I started it. While waiting at an intersection.
Once again it was towed, started the next day and the repair shop not a ford dealership couldn't
find the problem. So I drove it home. It is now three days later and no problems? I was told it
might be the inertia sensor. But I didn't hit any bumps. And while it was sitting I had used the
AC. My repair man and I are puzzled! I don't want it stalling in a dangerous area. Somebody
please help me figure this one out. May My Ford Ranger is in the shop again! It stalls and now it
won't start. We have had work done on it by the Ford Dealer, couldn'f fix it, the local mechanic
has it and he seems to think the gas is too rich? Wants to replace the distributor. Does anyone
know anything about this? Sound familiar? With the original problem in this thread it turned out
to be the ECM. Have since traded the Ranger in for a Toyota Tundra 08 with the 5. A 98 has a
distributor? Apparently some models of the series do have distributors. Took it to a little local
mechanic who thought he could fix it, but no luck. I am ready to chuck the darn thing or just put
it on the property and grow flowers in the bed of the truck!!!!!!! Having read the above, here's
my 2 cents worth It starts fine and runs fine but occassionally either when cruising for a few
miles at 35 mph or after slowing down for a turn and giving it the gas again, the engine will
hiccup or cutout stall for anywhere from a second or two to nearly a minute before I can start it
again. No "check engine" light. I've had the truck checked and the EGR valve assembly was
replaced as well as the throttle body overhauled. I'll be taking it back into the shop shortly but
after reading the manual and the above threads I'm thinking that the problem is definitely fuel
related. Mabey the inertia switch but I'm more inclined to believe the fuel filter or fuel pressure
regulator or one of the two fuel pumps there are two: a high pressure and a low pressure pump.
Unfortunately, I don't have the equipment to check this stuff I'll keep you guys posted. Any
thoughts would be appreciated. Don't know about the 89's however on our 98 we have had the
fuel system completely overhauled, new filter, new pump etc. Still stalls and will start when it
feels good and ready. Sometimes right away sometimes a week or so later. I'm giving up,
donating it to a charitable org. Better luck with yours. The fuel pump relay? These can go bad,
or their connectors get corrision and make bad connection. These are usually in the fuse box
under the hood, or on the side of it. Be worthwhile to buy a new one for a few dollars and pull
the old one when it is stalled and put the new on in and see if it starts. The fuel pump kicks in ok
and you can hear it running so I checked for spark and their is not spark. Got abit of a shock to
my hand from the spark plug wire after trying to check the sparkplugs but they will not spark.
Had it towed home to work on it myself because I cannot afford to fix it in a garage. So I took my
electronic tester and checked the fuse panel and all the fuses are ok, checked the diode in the
fuse panel and it is OK,then went on to the EEC relay and it is Ok, and even replaced it with new
one, and checked the fuel injection relay and it is Ok. So that must make the crankshaft positon
sensor? And the coil pack? Is their an ignition control module? Where would it be located? Any
help appreciated. Maybe someone can help me. I just purchase the truck recently from an out of

town party, so am unaware of the recent maintenance. I would try new wires and plugs first.
Just thought I would put this here for anyone who might find it useful. It would turn over and die
instantly. I recalled a few months ago while a friend was driving it, it also stalled and restarted
after about 5 mins while sitting at a light. I thought nothing of it really because it had not
happened to me. Of course my warranty expired the month before and I was also told it was
caused by a cheap air filter being used at a oil change place, replaced at 18, miles. I have the
filter and it looks fine to me, but I am not car expert of any means. So maybe my pain in my
wallet might help someone else save a few hundred bucks. It looks like it would have been easy
enough for me to change but I had no idea where to start. Thats a new one, never heard that
before. I've heard that people that use the after market oilable filters may kill the MAS because
oil from the filter will coat it. But never heard of a filter so bad that it killed one. Better possibility
is that messing with the filter left a connection open between the air filter and the MAS, letting
air and dust in. And, I did not know a bad MAS would suddenly totally kill a motor. I can see
making it run badly, and giving bad milage, but kill a motor? This would be a defective MAS, not
a filter problem coating the wire with dust. The symptoms you describe sound more like a Crank
Position Sensor failure. These will kill a car instantly. And if it is an intermident failure, the car
will restart, until the failure becomes complete. Overall, sounds like it could be a BS from a
service writer. I do hope that whatever they did keeps you up and running. The air filter does not
look like its in bad shape either. I took it to the dealer where I bought the car and that is what
was done. So far so good. July I've had my Ranger for over two years now, and have not had a
lick of trouble. Recently, the Ranger started running like chitty-chitty-bang-bang, I suspected
water in the fuel and added dry gas with no luck. The Ranger acts like it isn't getting fuel and I
have to keep the engine revved up to keep it from stalling. Once I get it rolling, it still bucks and
jumps occasionally. I'm living on a very tight fixed income so I can't just drive it to a garage and
have it diagnosed with the computer error codes. Is changing the fuel filter or 02 sensor worth a
try, or should I wait until I can have a computer put on it? If the Check Engine Light isn't on,
'putting it on a computer' may not tell you anything. If it has set a 'soft' code that has reset itself,
it might be helpful if the code is still in history. But if a sensor is seeing a critical problem, it will
have the Check Engine light turned on. A fuel filter replacement might help. At about this age,
on my 94 I started to hear ignition noise over the radio, even the FM radio. It only had about 50,
miles, but it was about 7 or so years old. The truck still ran fine, but when you hear ignition
noise on the radio, you have to know the wires are breaking down. A new set of wires and plugs
stopped the noise. August It now has 98, and started missing occasionally after rough idling for
about a year. I checked the gap supposed to.. I blame the crap gas we have around here.
September After it cools down the circuit is complete and vehicle runs again. The part is
inexpensive. October I have done a tune-up and replace fuelpump and fuel filter,Air filer and Air
mass censer. November Runs great now,NO miss! I have a 94 ranger xlt 2. Then later on the
signals will work. Any ideals as why it doesnt start right up after stall and why my signaland
hazard lights stop working temporarly. I have a 99 Ranger that stalls when hot. Hault says that a
inexpensive part near the distributor is the culprit. The problem is My car does not have a
distributor. Can someone help? Fuel pump relay goes bad, making intermittent contact. Switch
the relays around, they are the same, or buy a new one for the fuel pump. These relays are a
know problem on Rangers. Fuel pump itself is going bad and dropping fuel pressure. There is a
'rollover' fuel cutoff sensor which may be going bad. Its under the edge of the carpet on the
right side passenger of the 'tunnel'. It's also got a reset button on top of it. Check connections
here. There is a crank position sensor. If it goes bad, the truck stops dead. This is a problem on
certain years of Cadillacs - when it fails, it fails so fast the car will not set error code, but it will
crank and run later. Just a few wild guesses I am so sorry to hear that everyone has such
problems with thier Rangers. I own a 97 ranger which i bought used in It currently has miles on
it and running just fine. I have studied auto mechanics since i was about 7 i do all my own repair
work and have since we bought the truck. I haven't had to do anything major to it since i've
owned it,basic maintence,oil change,plugs and wires,belts and hoses and only once right after
it hit miles i had to replace the timing belt. All in all i really love my truck. February The night
before doing these changes, I drove to the auto wash stall where I waited for my engine to cool
down before spraying Gunk Engine Brite, to clean, to make my work a little more enjoyable, and
yes, I did cover the distributor coil, distributor cap, and any other components I did not want to
get wet. I was very careful not to use extreme pressure around the aluminum, bendable
manifold tubing, which could easily break and water would get down into the engine. California
The day after, I took a drive to the store about a mile away and noticed an extreme stalling
where I had to keep gas revved up so it wouldn't stall. I could come to a light signal, and without
the gas to the pedal, it would just die. I know it's bad to use these additives ,but on occasion, I
usually go with a fuel injector additive. Maybe I should filler up right away to "water down" that

octane booster The expensive spark plug wires I bought two years ago and they looked fine
inside each plug wire. So for the life of me, I don't know where to look, because this could turn
out to be a costly and timely process of elimination. Any ideas? So I guess I should always
check my spark gap, regardless of what I buy. How long should the Fuel sensor or relay last? I
will go check my vacuum lines and firing order on the dist. Sorry about the winded reply, I'll
post back after I do these tasks. Do you think I have to remove the plugs again and recheck the
gaps? Thanks again! BUT he told me to pull the plugs and check to see if the tips are either real
black or white, fouled out because of the concentrated octane booster in a half of tank of gas.
Any would be much appreciated. Thank you! Have a great day! I looked at the dist. I certainly
don't want to buy all new plug wires. I think which the wires going into this piece looks pretty
corrosive,and the locking connector with the I think fuel relay looks fine. In the same area,
between the air filter assembly and the side of the truck next to a rectangular part E7EF9FA2A,
which I think is the Sensor Assembly for the manifold Absolute pressure module is another one
of these boxes with a Blue-ish green base and a black top with 1Black,3 yellow, and 1 red wire.
There are no numbers on this. So I'm tooling around looking for what might be a problem
causing all this stalling and rough idling I'll check in periodically. My next guess maybe would
be the gas. As I previously mentioned, I added some Octane booster to a half tank of gas, and
never filled it up all the way, maybe the Octane stuff loosened some gunk up and is clogging the
fuel line, or worse, messed up the injectors. I thought this truck had two fuel filters, one in-line
and the other somewhere in the engine Compartment. I called pep Boys and Kragen and both
told me there is only one, in the Rail, but maybe I will need to go to a mechanic,because the
Chilton book sounds involved for just the lay person. I'm still getting the stalling after about
seconds after I start the truck. I started up the truck,ran over and disconnected the electrical
solenoid of the iacv and sure enough the truck died instantly. Hopefully, the EGR is fine since it
passed Smog, meaning it would not have not passed smog if something was wrong with it, but
does the EGR have anything to do with the stalling out after a short time? Thankfully, it kept
running yesterday long enough for the smog tech to do his job, but now I'm back to this stalling
again. That code reading machine to check codes, would I understand the codes,and will the
codes still show up on this 24 year old truck? My problem with the rough idling is still
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with me. I did remove the IACV air bypass cleaned it with carb cleaner, replaced it and it did run
better than before, but little better, so maybe that has to be replaced after 24 years, maybe not.
When I start the truck in the morning, it has a hard time keeping an idle unless I press down on
the gas, then after about ten minutes, it seems to idle a little better, and when I run it on the
freeway, it runs like nobody's "bidniz". I've been to Autozone and Pep boys looked at their
Haynes repair books on the location of that PVC valve, but no one knows where it is on my
truck. I have a Ford Ranger. It may be the fuel pump relay. The relays are under the hood on the
driver side. And there is nothing wrong with either of them. Just a Ford malfunction. In my
opinion they should have had a recall on this problem. I figured it out on my own the first time it
did it. A mechanic just wants money so I work on my own truck. Let me know if this helps. May
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